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PROGRESS OH PROJECT:  1 JULY 1969 THFOOOH U DECEMBER 1972 

Background and Sunanary 

Progress during the first year of the project was severely curtailed 

by protracted contractual negotiations; a definitive contract was 

not'implemented and finalized until the last week of June 1970.  In 

sum, the project operated during the entire period without the 

enablement of a finalized contract and without authorization to 

acquire the central computing system and its major components of 

hardware and software support.  In the absence of enabling conditions-- 

without definite selection of the central processing system and with- 

out contractual authority to purchase major equipment, to subcontract 

for software development, or to develop project staff—the proposed 

schedule of development for the first year was critically compromised. 

In contrast, the project progressed at an accelerated rate in the 

next two years; as a result, we have been able to recoup a significant 

portion of the schedule slippage due to first -year delays.  Phase I 

of the computing system is complete, both with respect to hardware 

configuration and operating system software.  Phase II hardware and 

software design has been developed through a detailed design stage 

and is being implemented.  Two higher-order programming languages— 

JOVIAL and META—have been developed; both META and JOVIAL are now 

being used for applications programming.  Interactive debuggers are 

available for both these languages.  We have developed a programming 

system that provides rapid and easy laboratory implementation of 

experimental research designs.  In data management and analysis, we 

have implemented TRACE, a system that provides implicit programming 

capabilities for data analysis, handling complex data structures, 

both hierarchical as well as rectangular; and we have implemented a 

fully interactive and augmented version of IDEA, a program that 

provides computer assistance in the task of inductive data analysis. 

The construction of permanent laboratory facilities, is complete. 

CCBS is being interfaced with the ARPA network as a means of orfering 
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our capabilities to a wider community of users.  In sum, the over- 

all project development is still behind the schedule originally 

proposed, but considerably less so than might be expected with the 
first-year delays. 

Computer Laboratory Developments 

principal goal of the project is to broaden and expand the 

capabilities of behavioral research, particularly in areas of potential 

policy relevance.  The principal means of accomplishing this goal is 

to develop new behavioral research mothodologies through the use 
of on-line, data acquisition tools, particularly for computer- 

administered experiments and simulations and for interactive forms 

of data and text analysis.  The goals of the project, then, are pre- 

dicated on towtlopMBta critically linked to a large-scale time- 
sharing computing system. 

Computer Hardware 

The hardware configuration of the CCBS central system computer is 

designed to support high-speed interaction with many concurrent users 

who, in the three primary applications of the system, may be any mix 

of experimental subjects, data analysts, and development programmers. 

The different applications (and associated different types of users) 

require different interactive service needs, which, in sum, present 

a need for greater than normal communications processing.  The basic 

hardware configuration it especially designed to meet these require- 
ments. 

Beyond the basic configuration, the major extension of computer hard- 

ware is to meet extended data management requirements, especially as 

these relate to the management of data bases of arrhive proportions. 

(This aspect of the project is identified in the original proposal as 

Phase II development.)  There are two major facets in extended data 

management capabilities: first« a need to provide greater data storage 
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capacity xn the system, and, second, a need to provide improved means 

of accessing data when it resides outside the normal bounds of direct 

addressability (i.e. core memory).  The first of these requirements 

is being met with the acquisition of additional standard disc storage. 

There is, by jontrast, no standard hardware available for meeting 

the second racuirement? we have therefore undertaken the development 

of hardware and associated software necessary to support virtual 

memory programming. A further extension is required to meet increased 

use of the central processor as the number of concurrent users in- 

creases; chis will be achieved through an increase in the amount of 
swapping storage. 

A summary of the computer system hardware is given below: 

CCBS computer system hardware, basic configuration: 

Processor:  DEC PDP-10/PDP-15 dual processor-both processors 
interface to PDP-10 core (262,144 words of 36-bit, 
1.5 usec. memory) with 4192 words of 18-bit, 0 8 
Visec. memory on the PDP-15; interprocessor memory 
interface, DA15-C, developed by DEC (detailed 
description in Appendix B, Technical Report 12/31/70)- 
fSr.   ,*gh  S?eed conmunications interface, developed by 
DEC (detailed description in Appendix C, Technical 
Report 12/31/70).  An additional 8192 words of memory 
has been ordered for the PDP-15 to support ARPA 
Network operations.  Virtual memory hardware is under 
development that will permit most oe the instructions 
on the PDP-10 to reference directly over 8 billion 
words of storage. 

Auxiliary storaje devices on the PDP-10: 

•Drum: 2 swapping drums.  DEC RMIOB (storage capacity 
ot 345,600 words each, mean access time of 8.3 msec, 
and transfer rate of 4.1 ysec. per .vord).  An RFQ is 
out for an increase in swapping storage to at lei st 
one million words. 

•Disc: 5 disc-pack dri/es.  Four DEC RP02s (storage 
capacity of 5.2 ndllioa words per pack, mean access 
time of 62.5 msec, and transfer rate of 15 uoae. per 
word) and one DEC RP02 drives with equivalent 
performance).  The need for additional disc storaqe is 
under study. 
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'OECTAPE:  6 drives, DEC 71)56   (storage capacity of 
367 thousand characters per tape, mean access time 
of 10 seconds, and transfer rate of 15,000 characters 
ter second). 

• Tipe: 3 drives--one 7-track industry standard, 
DEC TU20B (45 in./sec., density to 800 bpi.); 
one 9-trac/. USASI standard, DEC TU20A (45 in./sec 
density at 800 bpi.); and one 0-track TU10 
(performance is -equivalent to TU20A). 

•Card: card punch, DEC CP10A (200 cards per minute) 
card reader DEC CR10A (1,000 cards per minute). 

Auxiliary storage devices on the PDP-15: 

•Disc: 1 fixed head track.  DEC RS09 (storage capacity 
of 262,144 18-bit words, iDo^n access t-.ne of 16.7 ysec, 
and transfer rate of 16 usec. per word).  Additional 
disc storage will be acquired during the last half of 
the year. 

Printer Plotter:  Gould, modol 55-5032-100—text and graphics; 96 
printable characters; print rate: up to 1000 lines 
per minute for a 132-character line access on 11-inch, 
page, processor-limited. 

Plot rate: up to 8 inches per second for 11-inch wide 
plots, processor-limited. 

Communication terminals: 

•High-speed terminals: 24, Computek Model 400/15; 
storage tuba; text/graphics display, keyboard and lic,ht- 
pen input; 96 printable character.1;; transmission rate: 
7200/300 baud. 

•Hard copy terminals: 5, Texas Instrument Model 720; 
95 printable characters; transmission rate: 300/150/110 
baud. 

The system described above is essentially complete—except for the 

items indicated as being on order or under development, all components 

have been acquired and are operational. 

Two major modifications to the hardware system are underway in the 

areas of dat^ storage and data management; 

Extended data storage capacity—disc storage has been augmented 
in two ways: by the addition of another dice drivs (DEC RP03 
whloh offers double the ttorag« capacity of the RP02) and 
additional 9-track tape Irive. 
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Extended data reanagamant—the hardware n«c«»»*^/w
to »"l- 

virtual memory programming !• being developed by CCBS; the 
design concept has been i«plemented by »oftware aiawlatlon 
(the SMA-^T «yatem described below); a design stuiy of the 
vrtual -amory hardware has been corapletod, and detailed 
documentation and logic design are nearing completion; hard- 
ware fabrication should start In the third quarter. 

ompllshner.ts during the current reporting period relating to 

system modifications: 

•Installation of additional storage (disc drive and 
taps drive). 

■Design of virtual memory hardware. 

Computer Software 
Software developments are oriented toward on-line data acquisition 

techniques (computer-administered experiments and simulation) and 

interactive forms of data analysis.  There are two major lines of 

development:  General support and applications support—general 

support programming provides the software environment for applica- 

tion support programming which, in turn, provides the software- 

implemented methodology for the end-users in the system.  Within 

the general support effort there are two areas of concentration: 

Operating system and higher-order languages.  Within the applications 

support effort there are also two areas of concentration:  Laboratory 

research and data analysis. 

Operating System Improvements 

CCBS requirements for a time-sharing system are somewhat atypical— 

in particular CCBS users are typically not all one class, are not 

usually programmers, and are often not independently related to a 

given object program.  In some respect each of the differences are 

at variance with assumptions that are built Into standard time- 

sharing system supplied with the DEC PDP-10 computer.  It has been 

necessary, then, to modify the operating system to CCBS needs. 

While none of these modifications are in the class of major technical 

innovations, and while none by itself constitutes a major revision, 
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with the oldest access dates ar- removed first.  A compler^ntary 
utility has been developed to permit users to recover filo.; fron 
the backup.  A corresponding modification was made to the disc 
directory utility to prevent modification of a file's access date 
in a manner that would subvert the purpose of the disc fi 
backup unlity. 

Loader modification—to permit a user to call on the JOVIAL  ^bugger 
by means of similar protocols bQ those used for conventional 
debugging, and to permit both rl.jbuggers to be used on the ine 
job, the DEC-supplied loader hud to be modified. 

Terminal support—the Computek terminals which serve as the primary 
interactive devices for the system are considerably more v rsatile 
than the normal devices upon which DEC utility programs are 
predicated; to fully utilize the versatility of the Computek 
terminals, the DEC utility programs had to be revised. 

Text Editor—two editors were delivered with the hardware; neither 
was considered adequate for the broad class of users in CC3S; a 
new text editor has bean implemented; this editor is generally 
applicable for all PDF-10 systems; documentation is contained in 
TM-10, TXTED: A Simple Content Editor. 

Beyond these modifications, a major revision of the operating nystem 

is planned.  This revision is required for the development of an 

extended data management capability (i.e. the software side of 

developing virtual memory capability).  As mentioned previously, the 

virtual memory design has already been simulated in a software version, 

The emulation of virtual memory hardware is part of the SMART system, 

but, in addition to emulating the virtual memory hardware, MART also 

performs elaborate core management services; it is these core manage- 

ment services that constitute the planned operating system revisions. 

They will be incorporated into the time-sharing monitor after the 

virtual memory hardware is acquired.  The core management concepts 

of the SMART system are described in P-4 SMART: A Multiple High 

Segment Executive System. 

Accomplishments during the reporting period that relate to operating 

system improvements are the following: 

•Development of an interim interrupt-level 
communications processing capability in the PDF-15. 

•Development of a disc "ile backup utility. 

•Modifications to the loader to support the JOVIAL 
Debugger. 
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Higher-order Langua ,e Developments 

The CCBS research program imposes requirements on the type of 

higher-order programming languages that are needed to support the 

development of application system.  In particular, the computer- 

administered experimentation implies a need for programming forms 

that facilitate real-time process control, and interactive data 

aralysis implies a need for programming forms that facilitate 

janeral data manipulation and management.  When the PDP-10 computer 

MM acquired, the higher-order languages available on the machine 

v/ere evaluated for CCBS applications and were judged to be in- 

adequate; a higher-order language development was required.  A 

modified JOVIAL and META were selected for implementation—JOVIAL 

because it had a history of performance in both command-and-control 

systems and data management, and META because it had proven utility 

both as an interface between JOVIAL and intermediate language forms 

(of the type contemplated in CCBS applications), and as a powerful, 

character-string manipulator (to aid in restructuring data bases).. 

Both JOVIAL and META are now operational in the CCBS system.  Since 

both are programs of general utility for all PDP-10 systems, general 

releases are planned when the compilers have been shaken down and 

thoroughly documented.  Experience with using both of these compilers 

in an interactive environment has demonstrated the need for improved 

on-line debugging aids that permit the user to communicate in the 

notation of the higher-order language source program.  Such inter- 

active debuggers have been defined both for JOVIAL and for META.  A 

partial implementation of a META debugger has been developed and is 

now in use, resulting in a great reduction in time required to check 

out META programs.  A contract has been let with Abacus Programming 

Co. for the incorporation of an interactive debugger into the JOVIAL 

system, a developmental version of the JOVIAL debugger has been 

released to CCBS, with final delivery expected early in the third 
quarter. 

During the past winter quarter, an operational version of UCI-LISP 

has been implemented in the CCBS system.  Developed by the Department 
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of information *nA  Computer Science at the University of California 

at Irvine, ÜCI-LISP is a compatible extension of the earlier 

Stanford LISP 1.6 for the DEC PDP-10.  She extensions, which are 

very considerable in their scope and impact, make ÜCI-LISP a power- 

ful and convenient interactive programming environment for researcn, 

teachinq, and svstems development in artificial intelligence and 

advanced list processing applications.  Most of UCI-LISP's extensions 

.o Stanford LISP were suggested by the novel features of B3N-LISP 

(a language available only on TENEX systems), including: uniquely 

sophisticated breakpoint, tracing, and function editing capabxlitxes; 

interpreter context manipulating functions; more powerful and con- 

venient I/O facilities; a variety of useful naif functions and 

predicates; greatly improved error protection facilities; a re- 

entrant sharable high segment, which accommodates compiled code, 

in addition, UCI-LISP offers a more efficient compiler than BBN-LISP, 

and requires an order of magnitude less core storage to operate. 

CCBS is the first institution outside of Irvine to implement the 

UCI-LISP package. 

Laboratory Software 
On-line, computer-administered experimentation is, for many 

behavioral researchers, a relatively unfamilar method of investiga- 

tion.  They have had little or no experience with the process control 

programming even if they have used computers extensively for data 

reduction and analysis.  They would, then, have difficulty using the 

laboratory without a considerable degree of assistance; the problem 

is analogous to using a computer without the assistance of high- 

order languages; the analogous need is to provide a "research-design 

compiler".  CCBS has developed this sort of software support in the 

form of a system of programs called LIS:  Laboratory Implementation 

System.  A more extended description of the general rationale of LIS 

is contained in P-l, LIS:  An Implementation System for Computer-based 

Experiments.  The total Laboratory Implementation System is composed 

of four programs described below: 
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• j.IS--The central and major program in the system.  The program 
handles all routing of information, evaluation of responses, 
presentation of displays, recording of data, and logic 
contingencies necessary for implementation of experiments. 
The program is operational; shake-down experience has 
substantiated the design concepts—for a broad set of 
applications we can produce a meaningful implementation in 
a matter of days.  In the design and implementation of LIS 
we have adopted a strategy of incremental development; 
improvements to LIS are made in response to need; v/hen a 
user has a need beyond the current general capabilities of 
the system, the need is satisfied, directly, with the 
development of a special processor; if the special processing 
capability is judged to be general in character it is then 
incorporated into the system.  Experience thus far has 
revealed the need for more versatile display control than 
v/as originally implemented; general controls are being 
implemented. 

LSPEC—Laboratory Specifications Program.  This program presents 
an interactive questionnaire to the user; responses to the 
questionnaire are the basis for generating formal specifica- 
tions for a "first-cut" version of an experiment.  The 
resporse-to-specifications is automated.  The resulting 
specifications are sufficient to check-out the logic of the 
experiment; if modifications are required, the system offers 
an easy transfer to the LIS-D program (to make the necessary 
changes) and an easy transfer from LISED to LIS (to reflect 
the changes made).  Iterations on this process permit the 
user to successively approximate his final research design. 
Elaboration of the display content is handled through DGP 
with comparably easy transfers between LIS and DGP. 

•DGP—Display Generation Program.  This program is used for 
preparing displays composed of straight-line graphics and 
alphanumeric information for use in experiments or for 
educational purposes.  The procedures for preparing dis- 
plays are conversational; the user language has been designed 
for a non-programmer, with operating instructions incorporated 
directly into the program.  This program is operational. 
Further developments in the area of display generation are 
being concentrated on improved graphics capability, so the 
system will he better able to handle situational displays. 
Preliminary work on this improved capability has been completed; 
the improved graphics package will be completed in the third 
quarter. 
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.LISED—Table Editing Program.  LIS operates interpretively on 
a set of tables whose entries contain values defining 
a given experiment.  The initial setting of these values 
into ehe tables is the most exacting and time-consuming 
procedure in the process of implementing an experiment; 
for any given experiment, this ia a one-time task almost 
exclusively clerical in character.  As a practical 
expedient we have cemmitted this task to a stand-alone 
program that ran be used by a clerk-typist; this frees 
professional oersonnel from the most time-consuming aspect 
of the implementation process.  This program is operational. 

Accomplishments during the reporting period which relate to laboratory 

support software development: 

•Improved display control on the LIS system. 

•Improved graphics capability in the display 
generation program. 

iMauagement and Analysis of Data and Text 

CCBS efforts in data management and analysis are focused on forms 

of interactive data analysis that will c.llow a substantive expert 

(the rcrcarcher, the policy-maker, the policy-analyst, the decision- 

maker, etc.) to exercise his judgment in the course of the analytic 

process.  The principal efforts in this direction are tne TRACE III 

and IDEA II developments.  In addition to the data analysis systems 

that we are developing we are also concej/ned with interface to 

statistical programs tha: have been developed elsewhere and with 

the interface between these systems and our own.  To facilitate this 

interface problem we have developed PREP I, a data base preparation 

system that interfaces to all analysis programs on our system. 

In the area of text analysis, we are modifying an interactive re- 

cursive transition-network sentence analyzer for thematic analysis. 

The latter is designed to augment standard content analysis of text 

with thematic or sentence-analysis components.  The resulting Theme 

Uncoding System (TES) is intended to provide a considerably more 

sensitive and loss ambiguous analysis of verbal text materials. 
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PREP I is a system of computer programs providing a common 
data base interface to data analysis programs and packages. 
Ihe PREP system provides a high degree of user support that 
minimizes user knowledge about progranming conventions and 

^rating system functions.  The user need enter and edit 
hifl data onli one time to use any of the data analysis 
-rograms that interface with the PREP system.  The necessary, 
but usually troublesome and error-latent, process of data 
preparation (entry, verification, and pre-statistical 
manipulation) is concentrated and standardized for all 
application programs supported by the PREP system.  The 
distinguishing feature of PREP is that it concentrates 
analysis preparation functions and yet remains an open-ended 
system in terms of the analysis programs that it supports. 
This contrasts on the one hand, with "integrated" systems 
like SPSS and DATATEXT which also provide data preparation 
capability but are essentially limited to those analysis 
programs included in the "integration package"—i.e., it 
is very difficult to add new statistical programs to thes? 
packages.  Furthermore, PREP provides considerably more 
(user-oriented and interactive) support in analysis prepara- 
tion than either of these "integrated" packages, and it 
does so in a manner that makes it possible to apply these 
capabilities to an easily expandable set of data analysis 
and statistical programs.  In this respect PREP is best 
viewed as an "interfacing system" rather than as an integrated 
package.  PREP contrasts, on the other hand, with a large set 
of "stand alone" analysis programs in statistical library 
packages (e.g., BMD) in which each program provides its own 
unique set of data preprocessing and preparation functions 
required for its own use.  As a consequence, these capabil- 
ities are typically limited in scope, and not standardized 
from one program to the next.  From the standpoint of the 
user, this means 1) he must learn to use each program on its 
own terms, and 2) the results of the data preparation for 
one program cannot be transferred directly to another.  In 
summary, PREP 1) concentrates this learning process (one 
set of procedures for all applications), 2) reduces it in 
the sense of giving the user considerably greater assistance 
in the analysis preparation tasks and 3) makes the results 
available to all interfacing analysis programs. 

The PREP system incorporates four major processing funccions-- 
input, verification check, editing, and interface.  The in- 
put function accepts data from the conventional sorts of 
machine-readable storage mediums, producing a transposed data 
structure for the greatest efficiency of selected data 
retrieval.  The verification check offers a variety of "quick- 
look" data summaries as a means of verifying the accuracy 
of the original and stored data.  The editing function 
provides a number of procedures for error correction, data 
receding, and data transformation.  The interface function 
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point of view of the irplem.entation, its most striking 
advantage is the relative simplicity of the program and 
dictionary structure.  Within a period of four months, a 
running version of the sequential coder has been imple- 
-r.inted, tested, and demonstrated on tents of a political 
nature.  Revisions of the sequential coding program are 
now in progress, with the aims of: (1) improving its 
running efficiency, (2) refining its encoding rules, (3) 
improving and broadening the scope of its interactive 
facilities, and (4) enlarging its dictionary. 

The second approach is more comprehensive and aims at a 
more flexible product with maximal operational reliability. 
It is based solidly upon modern grammatical theory and 
software components of proven utility.  The heart of this 
system is an adaptation of the successful Woods-Kaplan 
sentence a lalyzer2, a transition-network parser developed 
originally for a NASA question-answering system.  The out- 
put of this parser is transformed in simple ways to reflect 
the erabeadings of content-analytic themes in English 
sentences3.  A distinctive advantage of this approach is 
the versatility that can be obtained through (1) modifica- 
tions to the system's grammar, and (2) alternative tvans- 
formatioas of parser output. 

The Woods-Kaplan system was originally written in EBN-LISP1*, 
a powerfully user-oriented LISP dialect.  This programming 
language has two important weaknescet: (1) dependency 
upon the TENEX operating system, and (2) extravagant 
demands for core storage.  To overcome these problems, CCBS 
has recently obtained a new version of LISP from U.C. 
Irvine5 which offers most of the power of B3N-LISP, makes 
only modest demands for core storage, and can be run locally, 
The sentence analyzer is now being converted to UCI-LISP, 
while the development of other theme-encoding system 
components in UCI-L.iSP (including an experimental political 
science dictionary) continues.  Working with a LISP-based 
system enables CCBS to share in a variety of language data 
processing software developments produced elsewhere (and 
vice versa) , and promises to speed future progress in this 

''-Woods, W. A., Kaplan, R. M., and Nash-Webber B.  The Lunar Sciences 
Natural Language Information System: Final Report, Bolt, Beranek, and 
Newman, BBN Report No. 2578, Cambridge, Mass., June 1972. 

3Martins, Gary R.  An Experimental Theme-Encoding System for Content 
Analysis, CCBS, UCLA, CCBS-TM-18, August 1971. 

'♦Bobrow, D. G., Murphy, D. , Teitelman, W-, Hartley, A., The BBN-LISP 
System, Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, BBN Report No. 1677, Cambridge, 
Mass., April 1968. 

5Bobrow, R. : 2ui.ton, R. R. , Lewis, D. , UCI LISP Manual, Information 
and Computer Sciences Department, University of California, Irvine. 
(Draft version Deptember 1972) 
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area. 

Accomplishments during this reporting period in th 
data analysis: 

e area of interactive 

■    Ä:tiScSf,Ät"'checkout o£'" «•*«■'•»<=• 
•Development of the PREP I system. 

*t^rnin? Yersion of ^e sequential coder has b-en 
implemented and a document describing the problems 

seauen^rC f*^9 ***  the ^^^ion^rSvided bj^he sequential coder has been written (CCBS-TM-36)7 

•A paper on the "Dimensions of TPVI- Pr-^ 
delivered at the Fall irA** Z Processing was 
(CCBS-P-9). lnt CornPuter Conference, 1972 

Laboratory Facilities 

Housing for the CCBS computer-based laboratory has been developed on 

the U.C.L.A. campus.  A facility of approximately 6,000 square feet 

l*M .pace for the computer, laboratory, and staff offices  The 

laboratory is being outfitted for operations,  m addition to the 

computer and interaction terminals, the laboratory reauires other 

equxpment (for monitoxing, recording, stimulus presentation, and 

information exchange) in order to provide adequate facilities for 

a wide range of behavioral investigation.  A closed-circuit T V 

system, an audio monitoring/recording system, and a general control 

system have been acquired and are being int-grated into the computer- 
based laboratory. 
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Furthermore, through a strategy that links the data collected in 

laboratory exercises with that -ollected in non-simulation approaches, 

we hope to —.crease the generalizability and utility of simulation 
studies and data. 

Project activities during tha past six months are described belcy: 

Scenario Topics, Conceptual Issues, and Scenario Developments 

Proposed and developed simulation scenarios will continue to focus 

on some of the central issues of American foreign policy today— 

the factors influencing the degree, form and effectiveness of Ü.S.- 

U.S.S.R. involvement in local conflict. 

A key problem of United States foreign policy in t \e  next decade 

will be the extent to which the United States can, in future crises, 

take actions that are commensurate with its conventional and nuclear 

power, its economic strength, its scientific and technological status, 

irid it*  interests in the outcome of the crisis.  We are concerned with 

studying the factors which permit or constrain the United States and 

the Soviet Union from taking action in a set of representative crisis 
situations. 

Conceptual Framework for Simulation Scenarios 

While pursuing the detailed development of particular scenarios 

we are attempting to set forth conceptual frameworks that raise 

questions ?bout the dynamics of great power involvement.  Most 

particularly we are concerned with the dynamics of confrontation and 

commitment processes in these circumstances.  The evolving frame- 

work and hypotheses of interest are being used to shape scenarios 

and the simulation format as much as possible without compromising 

their policy-validity and their utility for policy analysis.  Two 

areas have been singled out for attention: 

Confrontation Theory:  A Theoretical Framework.  In exploring the 

fi^ld of deterrence theory as it relates to U.S.-involved crises in 
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the third-worid area, w« be-.qan  by reviewing case studies of what 

lias happened in earlier jrises (Korea, Quenoy, Vietnam).  This lea 

as to a formulation de^i/ned to help us explore the conditions of 

successful and unsuccer. ; j.1  deterrence. 

Deterrence is an attempt to avoid confrontation.  Confrontation occurs 

when deterrence fails (or partly fails). Three aspects of confronta- 

tion are of special interest:  the violation of deterrence by tne 

initiator (Act), the reply by the responder (Counteract), and the 

gain and loss to each p?rty (Outcome).  It is these three aspects 

that a theory of confrontation must seek to understand, explain and 

shew how to control. 

Confrontation is a proceos that may contain many interactions, in 

which each actor is alternately initiator and responder:  this 

process may be regarded as a series of rounds, and each round studied 

in itself; or a process nay be regarded as a single round, and studied 

as such.  Real confrontations often enlist many actors; two usually 

predominate, however, whether these be two major powers or two blocs. 

It is therefore a reasonable simplification to study "two-person 

confrontation". 

In an "Outline of Confrontation Theory" (CCBS-TM-38) a new start 

toward confrontation thanry is attempted including initiation theory 

(accounting for an Act—or its oir.ission), response theory (explaining 

a Counteract—or a failure to Counteract), and outcome theory (explain- 

ing the result of a confrontation).  Since initiation of an Act 

represents a deterrence failure, initiation theory is a theory of 

deterrence success and failure, and response theory is a theory of 

deterrence failure, "corrpellence" , and the restoration of deterrence. 

This paper starts from the assurption that the hypothesis-building 

stage of theoretical wotk  requires the collection of a comprehensive 

set of variables.  In t:ij paper, a total set of some 117 variables 

(plus their perceptual variants, numbering about 120) is employed to 

account for Act, Counter .at and Outcome. 
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dsgree of public unity in the client state; the defender's record 

in meeting past cortCTitment challenges; and, finally, the role of 

defender, client and challenger. 

In the study initiated during the last reporting period, -.he first 

four and the last factors have been systematically manipulated and 

their effects on four interrelated dependent variables are examined: 

the perception of the defender's credibility, the defender's willing- 

ness to increase his credibility by strengthening his commitment, the 

challenger's willingness to attack the client based on his evaluation 

of the defender's credibility, and the defender's willingness tc 

intervene if deterrence fails. 

This large number of factors and associated consequences cannot be 

explored systematically in real world contexts or laboratory simulation. 

Instead, we have used a systematically designed and modified, individ- 

ually administered, paper-and-pencil stimulation exercise.  Each of 

the relevant contextual factors is described as one of two or more 

descriptions represented in the form of interchangeable paragraphs of 

a scenario.  Sixty-four unique scenario combinations are prepared in 

this fashion.  Each of the scenarios incorporating these variables 

describes a Middle East crisis in 1975.  Respondents assumed the 

perspective of a policy adviser for Israel, Egypt, the U.S. or the 

U.S.S.R.  Quest..onnaire responses allow us to measure the effects of 

scenario manipulations and respondent's attitudes on deterrence and 

commitment responses.  One hundred and twenty-eight subjects for two 

complete replications of the design have been tested.  Data collection 

and a write-up of this part of the study will be completed in the next 

reporting period. 

Methodology for Scenario Design and Construction for International 
Relations Simulation Exercises 

V 

Although simulation games are finding wider usage (in universities 

and military colleges, as well as in political-military exercises), 
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practically nothing has been written on how to prepare good scenarios, 

nor have any systeiuatic procedures been developed to assist the scenario 

designer in organizing information, materials and concepts.  Scenario 

design remains an art in which only few practitioners achieve products 

o£ high quality.  As a consequence, most scenarios are designed on a 

hit-or-miss -asis and are excessively costly; the implications for 

playability, representativeness, and relevance to theory and policy 

concerns are left to intuitive decision. 

A series of chapters have been written and others are in progress to 

provide general and specific guidance on scenario development for study 

of international crises so as to contribute to an improved quality and 

economy of gaming.  These various chapters also will include material 

on how to conduct simulations, on procedures, record keeping, control 

problems, role playing, debriefing, etc. 

In addition to providing instructions tc the reader on how to proceed 

in the construction of a simulation exercise, and examples of exercise 

materials, we will attempt to explicate the step-by-step intellectual 

process which lea us to make certain choices and assumptions, and we 

will provide the framework for the roader to move through a similar 

process on his own. 

A chapter entitled "Alternative International Context for Policy 

Gaming" (CCBS-TM-33) illustrates one approach explored ^n our work group 

to realize this goal.  This paper presents some guidelines for the game 

designer concerned with conscructing an "international contextual 
description (ICD) as the background setting for a crisis scenario in a 

political/military game.  Ten essential elements of an ICD (world power 

distribution, world conflict structure, international economic 

condiuiom-, international psychological climate, system rules, 

demography, ecology, political scability, national capability profiles, 

national foreign policy objectives) plus seven less important elements 

are identified, summarized, broken into their components, applied tc 

the world situation in 1972 and to a hypothetical world situation of 
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-990, and analyzed for their relevance.  A steo-by-step guide for 

moving fron the selected research topic to a full-fleshed ICD oy 

using the ten essential elements is appended. 

A najor development during the preying period has been the introduction 

of the netagarue approach suggested by Nigel Howard and its edification 

for the analysis and design of crisis situations.  At present thi. 

approach is being explored In conjunction with the transformation of 

real world materials into tractable scenario elements as well as the 

analysis of existing scenarios and expert situational definitions to 

oroduce a greater amount of simulator control and understanding of the 

generated setting.  Some modifications are necessary to make thxs 

general analytical approach into a useful design technique, and a pre- 

liminary report illustrates the specific problems and suggestxons. 

(CCBS-TM-34).  in this report the metagame analysis technique U 
explained and basic concepts defined and illustrated by the application 

of the technique to an existing Mid-East simulation scenario.  It 

describes metagame analysis as a formal technique for the structuring 

of subjective definitions of situations; the method, itself, in no 

way prejudices the result of the analysis.  The outcome is the result 

of th. author's assumptions concerning the situation.  Different 

assumotions result in different outcomes.  The report is intended to 

show how the metagame analysis technique can be used to  structure the 

crisis focus of a scenario, and suggests certain tentative process 

hypotheses.  The potential use of on-line metagame techniques for an 

evaluation of ongoing crises in simulation exercises is being explored. 

A 1974 Mid-East Scenario for a One-Team Computer-based Simulation Exercise 

The general purpose in developing a one-team simulation is to create an 

international relations game which requires only limited personnel for 

administration, and affords greater control for research purposes.  It 

is an effort to provide a simulation format that offers greater 1 
\       n ill  -liT-l   —- M^n^s and Rationality.  Cambridge, 

Mass.:  MIT Press, 1971. 
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afiicioncy, control, and standardization; this is the rationale for 
:ucir.g the response roles to a single team, the U.S., whil« all 

other nation roieü in the gaM are simulated.  Not only can a number 

of U.S. teams be run simultaneously, but the physical preface of a 

number of tMSM adds to the credibility that these other trams are 

being played "live" rather than being simulated by the ex-.rimenter. 

A  scenario developed for the one-team format explores deterrence and 

cc.Timitraent considerations that would motivate an American ecision to 

give large-scale direct military assistance to Israel unc-i.- conditions 

of increasing levels of ürab-Soviet endangerment of Israel.  The 

question of substantive policy interest is whether players will accept 

the consequences of one of the pure strategies (commitmen- or non- 

involvement) or be drawn to compromise alternatives (some level of 

partial commitment with attendant partial involvement) which are 

psychologically attractive, but may be strategically poor in a series 

of escalation moves. 

In addition to the methodological and policy focus, questions of a 

more social psychological nature are also being formulated for this       i 

simulation exercise.  There is now a sizeable and controversial 

research literature* that claims groups of individuals take more risks than 

would the same individuals making the decisions privately.  Nine 

dimensions that may influence such shifts in choice have bMS identified 

and a few of these will be systematically varied to deterrLne the extent 

to which they would influence the decisions made in the MiMle East 

scenario.  Special attention is being given to variables that would 

appear to exert an influence on decision recommendations among high- 

level advisory staff.  A conceptual model of the risky shift phenomena 

is under development. 

Programming of the simulation for computer administration has been 

completed with an updated version of the scenario and gam- moves. 

Laboratory runs on the computer have been initiated.  (CC i-TM^O) * 

*?ruit, D. G. Choice Shifts in Group Discussion:  An Introduction 
Review.  Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1-71, 20, 
339-360.  This number of the ^ournai is a special issue -voted to 
risky shift and contains a number of research reports or. this topic, 
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FUTURE PLAN 

Phil ^action reviews our plans to accomplish the program of research, 

aj discussed, in the project's original proposal, v/ithin the funding 

schedules negotiated as tern? of the basic contract.  As reflected in 

oir previous management and fund status reports, we have discussed a 

potential need for revision of these terras; because of delays associated 

with equipment arrival and facilities completion, many of the project 

developments will come to greatest fruition in the last phase of the 

contract.  At this time it is apparent that the project is realizing 

its goals more adequately under the one-year-extended contract 

completion date that allows us to make maximum research use of support- 

ing facilities that have been developed.  The projected plans for the 

Center, focusing primarily on the next reporting period, are the 
following: 

Central Computing System—Hardware 

The computer hardware to support Phase I operations is complete. 

With the functional design complete, work on Phase II has continued 

with the detailed logic design for virtual memory hardware; fabrica- 

tion of the hardware will continue, with installation expected in the 

last quarter of fiscal year 1973.  The hardware necessary for archive 

storage will also be acquired before the end of the fiscal year.  A 

third component of Phase II capability concerns remote user support; 

specifications for hardware acquisition in this area have been deferred 

to insure compatibility and maximum performance in the context of the 

ARPA network; these requirements will be determined in coordination 

with our entry into the network in the next reporting period. 

Central Computing System—Software 

Phat« I software is complete; work in this area will be confined to 

maintenance and selective upgrading. 

Phase II software development, is, of course, ultimately dependent on 

the delivery of virtual memory hardware; with the design of that 
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lirr.itGd principally by the dictionary's deficiencies in the subject- 

matter area.. Incremental updating of the dictionary during the next 

phase of development will bring the system to operational status. 

A Book on Srer.ario Design and Construction for International Pelations 
Simulation Exercise::. 

It is anticipated that two additional chapters will be completed during 

the next reporting period. 

Formulation and Testing of Simulation-Testable Propositions in 
Confrontation and Commitment Theory 

The final data collection phase of a SCENQUEST study on the evaluation 

of variables influencing credibility of commitment will be completed 

and analyses and reports based on these will be undertaken during the 

next reporting period. 

A Mid-East Scenario for 1974 for a One-Team Simulation Exercise 

Shake-down runs hav^ been completed for the computer-administered 

version of the one-team simulation.  Based on policy questions and 

theoretical hypotheses on individual and group decision-making, the 

first in a series of experimental runs have been initiated and will 

be continued during the next reporting period in the CCBS laboratory. 

Direct Validity Tests of the Stanford General Inquirer 

With the availability of the CCBS laboratory and the General Inquirer 

IV and the Stanford Dictionary, experimental validity studies of the 

kind described are being initiated during the next reporting period 

and analyzable results will be available at approximately the end of 

the next reporting period. 

Experimentation 

Analyses of data from earlier computer laboratory-based experiments 

will continue and results will be reported.  With the availability of 

the CCBS laboratory, experiments are being initiated and used as test 

cases for the "entry" module of the laboratory software system. 
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Profesoional Confarences, Presontations and Activities: 

fTerald H. 3hure . 

Meeting v;;.c.h Dr. James Rosenau, Mershon Center, Ohio State University, 
Santa Barbar«, July 29-30, 1972. 

tteating with Dr. Paul HOMUI, University of California, San Francisco, 
California, August 23. 

Meeting with Dr. Dana Main and Dr. Richard Kaplan, University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., August 24-25. 

Oresentation of Paper at APA meeting in Hawaii, September 2-5. 

ARPA Conference on Analysis of Trust in Arms Control, Massachusetts, 
December 10-12. 

Alvin S. Cooperband 

Attended the Fall DECUS meeting, November 2 9-December 2, 1972. 

Attended the FJCC, Anaheim, December 5-7, 1972. 

Elected President of the Southern California PDP-10 Users Group 
for 1973. 

S. S. Shaffer 

Attended the FJCC, Anaheim, December 5-7, 1972. 

Elected Secretary of the Southern California PDP-10 Users Group 
for 1973. 

R. E. Martin 

Attended the Fall DECUS meeting, November 29-December 2, 1972. 

Attended a PDP-10 Hardware  Familiarization course, Santa Ana, 
December 12-14, 1972. 

G. R. Mirtins 

Presentation of Paper at  FJCC,   Anaheim,   December  5-7,   1972. 
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Visitors to CC3S.  Jaly - pjo-^nber 1972 

Colonel Austin Kibbler of ARPA; Mr. Jar.es Dwyor, Major Ernest 
ler« Major Rob«rt Doty and Colonel William Thane Minor of 

SACA, July 5 & 6, 13 72. 

Dr. Pat Lanr,'Gndorf, HADC, July 14. 

Dr. Pat Lingendorf, Al deLucia and W. Hartnett of RADC, and 
J. ii. Lichtenauer of National Se-urity Agency, July 18 & 19. 

Mr. Kazimier? Gabarski, Psychometrician, Polish Manaqement 
alopnent Center, rTirsaw, Poland, July 31. 

Miss Yveline Gastau, Sorbonne University, Paris, France, 
July 25 & 31. ' 

Dr. I. Mann, Mathematician, NYU, August 2. 

Mr. Herring, Vice President Conputek, August 3. 

Prof. Marisa Zavalloni, UNESCO, Paris, France, August 24 & 25. 

Prof. Jürgen Schultz, University of Dusseldorf, Germany, 
September 8. " 

Dr. Emir Shufford and Dr. Thomas Brown, RAND Corporation. 
September 13. 

Dr. George Stone, UCSF, September 20. 

Dr. Paul Ekman, UCSF, September 20 & 21. 

Dr. Steven Lucasik, Director, ARPA, September 26. 

Mr. Franco Biancacci, Producer, RAI-Itaiian Radio s T.V. Systen, 
Rome, Italy, September 27. »JW^I 

Dr. Georje Lawrence, ARPA, October 7. 

Mr. Lee Ohringer, U.S. Government, October 11. 

Dr. Jacques Vidal, Dr. Marshall Buck and Miss L. Sullivan. 
UCLA Engineering, October 17. 

Dr. Takeshi Utsurai, (Japan), October 27. 

Prof. Oscar Grusky, Chairman, Dipt, of Sociology, UCLA, October 30 

Mr. Meldon Levine (Legislative Assistant to U.S. Senator 
Jonn V. Tunney), October 31. 

Dr. Paul Hammond, RA:;D Corporation, November 1. 
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Visitors to CCBS.  July - December 1972 

Mr. Klaus-Rupert Busche, Digital Equipment, Germany, November 6. 

Mr. Maxirr.c Garcia Fabregat, Mexico City, Mexico, Hovember 6. 

Dr. Paul Xammond and Mr. William Jones, RAND Corporation, 
November 

Dr. Ola' ^Irner, Institute for the Future, Menlo Park, California, 
November 14. 

Professor Herbert Kelman, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 
November 20. 

Colonel Austin Kibbler, ARPA, November 29. 

Dr. Roy Amara, Dr. Olaf Helmer, Dr. Herbert Lipinski, 
Mr. Richard Miller, Institute for the Future, Menlo Park, 
December 6. 

Mr. John Kuipers, U.S. Government, December 7. 

Dr. Andrew Molnar, National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C., 
December 12, 1972. 

Dr. Andrew Marshall, National Security Council, Washington, D.C., 
'Zzzz-Lzr  27. 
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